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„

Last year, in 2020, in line with international trends, Hungary’s total

office rental transactions decreased. By the end of the year, however, it
became apparent that along the positive change affecting the market, the
reorganization could start in 2021, albeit in a much more nuanced way than
predicted by many market participants in the first half of the year. After the
initial difficulty, tenants appear to be settling their office operations, and with
the advent of hybrid office use, they will settle into this form of operation in

„

the longer run, too. However, it is essential to note where more emphasis
is placed on communal areas and meeting rooms, the proportions of office

space will not decrease because a denser seating plan will be considered.
We are facing a year of change, as taking into account our employees’
needs will largely depend on how flexible the company allowed working
from home during the past year. We see that after the epidemic, a more

extended test period will begin, where employers will decide for decades

whether flexible working is an excellent alternative to keep the employer’s
interest and sustain working efficiency.

Tamás Pál MRICS
Head of Office Agency,
Tenant Representation
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Handovers
In 2020, 232 thousand square metre new offices were
completed, which is three times of the amount in the previous
year (70.5 thousand square meters), at the same time this
means a new record in the period after 2009. Developers’
activity did not slow down until the end of the year despite
the pandemic situation starting in spring last year. Only a 10
thousand square-metre handover was postponed to 2021.
According to forecasts in 2021 demand will expand by about
130 thousand square metres; rescheduling and function
change at some projects have already been announced.
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Market indicators (2020)
Handover

In 2020 Váci Street office corridor remained the main target of
developers: by the completion of almost 130 thousand squaremetre new offices (five buildings) the stock of the submarket
surpassed one million square metres. Three new projects were
completed in South-Buda, the average occupancy of office
buildings at handover were nearly 90%.

231 949 m2

Total stock

3 903 841 m2

Speculative offices

3 289 089 m2

Owner occupied offices

614 752 m2

Take up

337 703 m2

Net absorption

Agora Tower and Agora Hub (34,500 m² each on Váci street)
furthermore the first stage of Arena Business Campus (27,400
m²) were of the biggest volume out of the newly handed over
office buildings in the non-central Pest submarket.

63 837 m2

9.1%

Vacancy
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Pipeline
At the end of the year new offices of more than 470 thousand square metres were
in progress, out of which 160 thousand square metres could be completed by the
end of 2021 (10 buildings). In the forthcoming 12 months developers’ activity will
be the strongest in the South-Buda submarket, where in four buildings more than
73 thousand square-metre new offices will be built. In addition to South-Buda,
building activity in the Váci street region is also expected to take up: 105-105
thousand square-metre office handovers are expected in 2022 in both areas.
Speculative offices take up the major part of the projects in progress, in addition,
two owner-occupied developments are expected to be completed in 2021: Buda
Palota and one of the buildings of Bosch Campus (with areas of 10 and 17 thousand square metre) will be handed over until the end of the year.
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Planned deliveried 2021 H1
Submarket

Project

Váci corridor

Size (m2)

Preleased

JA4 Loft Offices

2 700

0%

South Buda

Budapart City

18 642

28%

South Buda

Fehérvári 99

12 758

11%

South Buda

Office Garden IV

19 860

3%

South Buda

Univerzum Office Building

22 000

93%

South Buda total

73 260

37%

Váci corridor total

2 700

0%

2021 H1 total

75 960

36%

Take up
Following the record demand of 2019, a 47% fall could be
seen in the Budapest office market in 2020. The volume of
leases was 335 thousand square metres, a lower volume
than this was last registered in 2010 (311.5 thousand square meters). Compared to last year the number of prelease
agreements dropped significantly (-65%, 44.3 thousand
square metres altogether), on the other hand, the ratio of
area expansions decreased in a smaller extent (-31%, 104.6
thousand square meters). Compared to the last period the
ratio of offices offered for sublease increased significantly,
because of this we can expect further decrease in leased
area when the original lessee’s lease contract expires.
The rate of net take up fell by 2 percentage points to 55%
compared to last year, which stills reflects a healthy market
structure (182.6 thousand square metres).
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456 office lease contracts were signed during the year, only
one of them was about an area bigger than 10 thousand
square metres. As a reminder: there were nine such
agreements in 2019. The two biggest office lease contracts, both preleases, were signed for the second phase
of Budapest One: a 14- and an 8 thousand square metres’
agreement. The biggest scale new agreement was for 7400
square metres in Ü48 Corner Center, while the largest lease
extension was registered in Park Atrium for 6300 square
metres. The average size of office leases dropped from 950
square metres last year to 739 square metres.
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Vacancy, market absorption
Market absorption dropped to half of the figure last year:
the amount of occupied office areas grew by a mere 63.8
thousand square metres, which can be explained by the
longer decision making process by the tenants and the
postponement of the decisions regarding leases. Gradually
decreasing vacancy rate started to increase in 2020 for
the first time: at the end of the year 9.1% of office areas
stood vacant. There is no vacant area in 143 out of the 334
registered office buildings, and in further 74 office buildings
the size of available areas is under 500 square metres.

Net absorption, developments, vacancy
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As a result of the pandemic measures a significant part of
the tenants changed – at least partly- to home office. This
situation and the fact that some office tenants started to rethink their leasing strategy led to 70 thousand square metres
available office areas for subleases; according to preliminary
expectations some of these offers will be withdrawn when
the economy gets back on track, the remaining areas will be
handed back or taken over by the tenant.

Delivery (m2)

Vacancy (%)

Split of vacant area by location
- within total stock (2020)
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In December 2020 the lowest vacancy rate was registered
on the North-Buda submarket: 4.3%. Vacancy rate showed
the biggest growth (+8.9 percentage points) in the noncentral Pest submarket, the reason for which is the handover
of a new office building and the relocation of a bigger
headquarter building.
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Rents, yields
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The increase of rents slowed down in 2020 but did not stop.
Building costs will most probably continue to rise. The increase of rental fees could be observed in the Central-Eastern European (CEE) region as well. The typical average fee
for A category properties in Budapest is 14.5-17 EUR/m².
Investors’ yield expectation is between 5.8-6.5%, while in
case of premium properties it is under 5.5%.
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Forecast
According to our estimates in 2021 developers’ activity will be moderate and
office market demand will take up from the middle of the year, which will
probably lead to more stable vacancy rate. The South-Buda submarket will
remain the focus of developments, in addition, we expect new handovers in
the central- and non-central Pest submarkets. Demand continues to be strong
in the market of development lots, however, some projects will probably be
repositioned maybe with complete change of function.
In 2021 we expect rising rental fees and decreasing office market yields – with
further lessening dynamics. Property investors’ activity is probably going to
increase, since big volume capital is looking for its place in the market.
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